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Mini ALGOL 6 8 

User's Guide 

by 

L. Ammeraal 

ABSTRACT 

Mini ALGOL 68 is a simple and compact sublanguage of ALGOL 68. Its 

syntax is given by a syntactic chart. A Mini ALGOL 68 compiler was written 

for the CONTROL DATA 6000 and CYBER machines. It is described how this 

compiler can be used. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mini ALGOL 68 is a sublanguage of ALGOL 68 ([I],[2]). In spite of its 

compactness, Mini ALGOL 68 is rather powerful compared with some more estab

lished programming languages. Compared with ALGOL 68, an implementation of 

Mini ALGOL 68 is likely to require considerably less storage space and it 

may therefore be more appropriate for certain applications like time

sharing. 

In the past eight months a compiler and a run-time-system for Mini 

ALGOL 68 were written by the author of this report. 

The compiler was first written in ALGOL 60, and then, for reasons of 

efficiency, rewritten in an ALGOL 60-like subset of PASCAL. It produces 

assembler code for the CONTROL DATA 6000 and CYBER machines. Some care has 

been taken, however, to facilitate modifications, if wanted, for the gen

eration of code for other machines. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE LANGUAGE 

To describe a complete new language, both its syntax and its semantics 

have to be defined. For a sublanguage of an already defined language, how

ever, it is sufficient to define its syntax, since the semantics of all 

constructs that are allowed by this syntax are the same as for the original 

language. 

For a user's guide, a context-free-grammar complemented with some in

formal remarks seems to be the best choice, both to aim at a certain de

gree of preciseness and to keep it well-readable. It should be kept in 

mind, however, that for ALGOL-like languages a context-free-grammar alone 

may not exclude certain invalid constructs like, e.g., 

begin inti; real i; i := true end. 

The grammatical remedy for this is to use a Van Wijngaarden grammar 

rather than a context-free-grammar, but for didactic reasons this method 

is not employed here. 

For users of Mini ALGOL 68 who are already familiar with ALGOL 68, the 
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difference between these languages can roughly be indicated by mentioning 

the absence of the ALGOL 68 concepts struatu:l'ed values, united modes, heap 

generators, mode dealarations, operator dealarations, aasts, flexible 

bounds, trimming, formats, jumps, aompleters, parallel proaessing. The 

reader who is not familiar with these concepts but is interested in them 

is referred to the ALGOL 68 report ([l],[2]), or to an informal introduc

tion to this language ([3],[4]). Rather than focussing the attention to 

the lacking ALGOL 68 concepts, a more positive way of introducing Mini 

ALGOL 68 could be followed as well. The fact that Mini ALGOL 68 is a 

small language is significant not only for the implementer but also from 

an educational point of view. The language can easily be learned. If it 

turns out to be insufficient for certain applications, the user needs only 

extend his knowledge to the full ALGOL 68 language or some larger sub

language, rather than learning a complete new language. 

Since this user's guide is not intended as a tutorial textbook the 

syntax of Mini ALGOL 68 is given here in a rather formal way. On the other 

hand, it seems useful to present the grammar in a more visual way than in 

a list of production rules. 

Therefore this graunnar is given here by means of a syntactic chart. 

To define a notion, a diagram for that notion is given consisting of boxes 

.. [ and nodes C ) connected by arcs. As a heading, each diagram 

has a number written inside a triangle with the abbreviated name of the 

notion to its right, e.g. 'ffi loop {5}". 

In this example, 6 is the number of the diagram defining a loop, just 

below the heading, and 5 is the number of a diagram containing a reference 

to this definition. This means that diagram 5 contains at least one box 

of the form {loop 6]. Here the number 6 in the right bottom corner of the 

box refers to the defining diagram number 6 for loop. 
' 
In a diagram one easily generates a production of a notion by follow

ing a path, starting left at the top and ending right at the bottom. Boxes 

and nodes are passed from left to right unless otherwise indicated by 

arrows. 

In a box another notion is given, whereas a node contains a (terminal) 

symbol. The rule for the insertion of connnents is given here, rather than 
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complicating the syntactic diagrams. Any sequence of characters, with the 

exception of#, preceded and followed by the character#, is allowed any

where in the program without altering its meaning. Blank spaces outside 

strings have no meaning. As to style alternatives, a symbol listed in the 

left hand column below may be replaced by the corresponding symbol in the 

right hand column, without any restrictions. 

begin 

if 

case 

[ 

end 

fi 

esac 

] 

then 

else 

in 

out 

elif 

ouse 

l 
j 
} 

( 

) 

I : 

(at a 711 display terminal typed as 

an exclamation mark"!") 

The underlining of symbols such as in begin is used here, but these 

symbols are actually enclosed by a pair of apostrophes like in 'BEGIN' for 

the use of punched cards or of other restrictive hardware. For typograph

ical reasons most notions are abbreviated in the syntactic chart according 

to the following list which includes the diagram numbers. (Operators and 

the notion "chr" for an arbitrary character are defined more informally 

at the end (of the chart, though with the same referencing method as used 

for the diagrams.) 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DIAGRAM NUMBERS 

ass 

call 

casecl 

chclb 

chcli 

chr 

clcl 

collcl 

condcl 

dcla 

dclf 

dclv 

decln 

denb 

denc 

deni 

denot 

denr 

dens 

digit 

dtor 

encl 

form 

idtf 

letter 

locgen 

loop 

midn 

mvdn 

opdl 

(15) 

(33) 

(34) 

(37) 

(38) 

(48) 

(3) 

(36) 

(34) 

(19) 

(11) 

(12) 

( 14) 

(27) 

(30) 

(28) 

(19) 

(29) 

(31) 

(26) 

(13) 

(2) 

(39) 

(24) 

(25) 

( 17) 

(6) 

(20) 

(21) 

(40) 

assignation 

call 

case clause 

chooser clause using boolean 

chooser clause using integral 

character 

closed clause 

collateral clause 

conditional clause 

actual declarer 

formal declarer 

virtual declarer 

declaration 

boolean denotation 

character denotation 

integral denotation 

denoter 

real denotation 

string denotation 

digit 

declarator 

enclosed clause 

formula 

identifier 

letter 

local generator 

loop 

mode identity declaration 

mode variable declaration 

priority 1 operand 



opd 2 

opd8 

optorl 

optor2 

optor8 

optorm 

pidn 

plan£ 

planv 

prim 

progr 

pvdn 

rtext 

scl 

slice 

tert 

unit 

5 

(41) priority 2 operand 

(47) priority 8 operand 

(49) priority operator 

(50) priority 2 operator 

(56) priority 8 operator 

(57) monadic operator 

(22) procedure identity declaration 

(8) formal plan 

(9) virtual plan 

(18) primary 

(1) program 

(23) procedure variable declaration 

(7) routine text 

(4) serial clause 

(32) slice 

(16) tertiary 

(5) unit 
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Syntactic chart for Mini ALGOL 68 

progr 

-E}-

clcl {2} 

scl 
4 

end 

& scl {3,6,33,34,35,37,38} 

& loop {5} 

for idtf 
24 

6 rtxt {5,22,23} 

planf 
8 

unit 
5 

unit 

scl 

5 

4 

encl {1,18} 

clcl 
3 

condcl 
34 

casecl 
35 

collcl 
36 

unit {4,6,7,I0,15,20,21,32,33, 
35} 

loop 
6 

unit 

scl 
4 

to 
5 

0 



& planf {7,20} 

( dclf 
11 

~ dcla {17,21} 

[ 

M dclf {8,9, 12} 

[ 

idtf 
24 

unit 

proc 

ref 

proc 

ref 

5 

planv 
9 

dclv 
12 

dtor 
13 

planv 
9 

dclv 
12 

dtor 
13 

dclv 
12 

unit 
5 

J 

7 
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dclv {8,9,IO,II} 

dclf 
11 

void 

8 decln {4} 

midn 
20 

mvdn 
21 

pidn 
22 

pvdn
23 

11 locgen {16} 

loc dcla 
IO 

~ prim {16,32,33,38,46} 

idtf 
24 

denot 
19 

slice 
32 

call 
33 

encl 
2 

~ dtor {10,II} 

& ass {5} 

tert unit 
16 

:= 
5 

~ tert {5, IS} 

form 
39 

ocgen 
I 7 

~ denot 
prim 

{ I 8} 18 

denb 
27 

deni 
28 

denr 
29 

denc 
30 

dens 
31 



& midn {14} 

dclf idtf 
8 24 

~ mvdn {14} 

dcla idtf 
IO 24 

£ pidn {14} 

proc idtf 
25 

~ pvdn {14} 

proc idtf 
24 

:= 

:= 

Lili idtf {6,8,18,20,21,22,23} 

letter {24} 

a 

b 

z 

unit 
5 

rtxt 
7 

rtxt 
7 

~ digit {24,28} 

0 

9 

9 
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'1 denb {19} ~ deni { 19,29} 

true 

~ false 
6 

~ denr { 19} 

deni + 
28 

deni deni e deni 
28 28 28 

M denc { 19} ~ dens { 19} 

II chr II II chr chr " 48 48 48 

/A slice {18} £ 
prim 

18 [ J prim 
18 

~ condcl { 2} 

if scl then chclb fi 
4 37 

~ casecl {2} 

case scl in chcli esac 
4 3 

b1 coll cl {2} 

begin unit unit end 
5 5 



M chclb {34} 

scl scl 
4 4 

then 

scl 
4 

~ form {16} 

prim ptor I opd I 
18 49 40 

opd I 
40 

~ opd 8 {46} 

~ chr {30,31} 

~ chcli {35} 

unit unit 
5 5 

ouse scl 
4 

out scl 
4 

& opdl {39} 

opd 2 ptor 2 opd 2 
41 50 41 

~ opd2 {40} 

opd 3 optor opd 
42 51 

opd7 {45} 

opd 8 
47 

optor opd 8 
56 47 ---~ 

Any printable character (including the three following characters 

I) II , written as 1111 to avoid ambiguity 

2) blank space 

3) #). 

11 
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M optor I {39} 

optor 2 {40} 

optor 3 {41} 

& optor 4 {42} 

M optor 5 {43} 

~ optor 6 {44} 

~ optor 7 {45} 

~ optor 8 {46} 

+:= 

-:= 

overab 

+:= 

-:= 

/:= 

or 

and 

< 

> 

le 

+ 

* 
over 

* 
I 

** 

} 

} 

} 
} 

(bool, bool) bool 

(bool, bool) bool 

(bool, bool) bool 

(int, int) bool 

(real, real) bool 

(char, char) bool 

(int, int) bool 

(int, ~) bool 

(real, int) bool 

(real, real) bool 

(char, char) bool 

(int, int) int 

(int, real) real 

(real, int) real 

(real, real) real 
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lwb } (int,[, ••• ,Jxxx) int 
upb 

~ optorm { 4 7} not (bool) bool 

+ 

} 
{ (int) int 

(real)~ 
abs 

abs (char) int 

repr (int) char 

odd (int) bool 

I (int) bool (see transput) 

entier (real) int 

round (real) int 

lwb } ([ ]xxx) int 
upb 

upb (string) int 

Some restrictions, not implied by the syntax, are 

1. In the construction 

:f:.t. scZl then scZ2 eZse scZ3 fi 

an identifier defined by a declaration in scZl can not be applied in 

scZ2 or scZJ. 

2. In the same way, a declaration in scZl in the construction 

--- whiZe scZl do scZ2 od. 

is not valid in scZ2. 

3. Collateral clauses may not be nested, so, e.g., 

[,] int a= ((1,2),(3,4)) 

is not allowed, but 

[] int a= (1,2) is. 

4. There is no "rowing" coercion. 

E.g. after 

[1:1] int a; ,, 
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the assignation 

a[ 1 J := 5 

must not be abbreviated to 

a := 5. 

3. STANDARD PROCEDURES, ETC. 

The identifiers listed below can be used without declarations; their 

mode and meaning, if necessary, are given in the second and third column. 

pi 

sqrt(x) 

exp(x) 

ln(x) 

cos(x) 

arccos(x) 

sin(x) 

arcsin(x) 

tan(x) 

arctan(x) 

random 

clock 

stop 

real 

proc (real) real 

Transput (an explanation follows 

inint(ch) proc (int) 

inreal(ch) proc (int) 

inchar(ch) proc (int) 

outint(ch,w,x) proc (int, 

outreal(ch,w,d,x) proc (int, 

1f 

pseudo random number generated from 

a uniform distribution on the inter

val [O, I) 

elapsed time in seconds 

termination of execution 

below) 

int 

real 

char 

int, int) void 

int, int, real) void {: 

:s; w :s; 14 

~ 

:s; d :s; w- 1 
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outchar(ch,x) proc (int, char) void --
outtext(ch,x) proc (int, strin~) void 

newline(ch) proc (int) void 

newpage(ch) proc (int) void 

print(x) proc (real) void --
standin int 

standout int 

For input the channel numbers 1,2 or 3 may be substituted for ch. 

The channel numbers for output are 4, 5 and 6. 

It is intended that ch=l is used for the standard file INPUT and that 

ch=6 is used for the standard file OUTPUT. The identifier standout has the 

value 6, so one may write, e.g. 

newZine (standout); pnnt (i+j), 

which is more in accordance with ALGOL 68 than 

newZine (6); outint (6,10,i+j). 

Similarly, the value of standin is 1. For outint and outreaZ, para

meter w is the width, being the number of positions to be used on the ex

ternal device to write the value of x. If lxl is not too large, outreal 

will result in a fixed point representation. If it is too large, a floating 

point representation of x in w positions is given if w ~ 8. Otherwise out

reaZ will write a sequence of w asterisks (*). The same applies to outint. 

Parameter d of outreal is the number of digits to be written to the right 

of the decimal point in a fixed point representation. Negative values are 

written by outint and outreaZ with a minus sign immediately preceding the 

first significant digit. For non-negative values a plus sign is omitted. 

A special monadic operator(/) can be used to inquire if subsequent 

input is still possible. An input channel number (1, '2 or 3) is the operand 

for this operator. So the following program copies a file from channel 3 

to channel 4: 
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begin while / 3 

end 

do outchar (4, inchar (3)) 

od 

The link between channel numbers and local file names is given in the 

next chapter. 

4. CONTROL CARDS, EXAMPLES AND DIAGNOSTICS 

The control cards (or, more generally, the commands) that can be used 

to compile and execute a Mini ALGOL 68 program are illustrated by means of 

two examples. 

EXAMPLE 1: Ringcode l) 

In this program the integer maza is read, and for each integer a 

(a=0,1, ••• ,maza) the number of ones occuring in the binary representation 

of a is determined, together with the number of consecutive zeroes to the 

right of each one. The reverse algorithm is then carried out, yielding the 

original integer a. The contents of a complete card deck including control 

cards and the input value 10 for maza, followed by the output of the program 

is given after the following more readable form of the same program. 

begin# ringcode # 

I) 

proc code=([] int sequence) int: 

(int code := O; 

fork to upb sequence 

do code*:= 2 +:= 1 *:= 2 t sequence [k] od; 

code), 

proc length= (int code) int: 

(int length:= O, c := code; 

while c > 0 

This program, in a slightly different form, is due to Professor 
A. van Wijngaarden. 



do (odd c I length+:= I); c 

length), 

proc sequence= (int code)[] int: 

.!.. ·.. -

(int 1 := length (code), c := code; 

[1:1] int sequence; 

fork!£_ 1 do sequence [k] := 

while c > 0 

O od· _, 

do (odd c 1 -:= I I sequence [1] +:= I); 

C ¾ := 2 

od; 

sequence); 

int maxc = inint(I); 

for c from Oto maxc 

do print (c); print (length (c)); newline (standout); 

[] int seq= sequence (c); 

for i !£_ upb seq do print (seq [i]) od; 

newline (standout); print (code (sequence (c))); 

newline (standout); newline (standout) 

od 

end 

JOB,CM600000,Tl5. 

ACCOUNT,"accountnr". 

ATTACH,ALGOLM,ID=ALGOLM. 

ATTACH,RUNSYS,ID=ALGOLM. 

ALGOLM. 

REWIND,OBJ. 

COMPASS,I=OBJ,L=O,S=O. 

} LOAD,RUNSYS. 

LGO. 

7-8-9 (end of record card) 

under INTERCOM to be replaced by 

XEQ,LOAD=LGO,RUNSYS. 

17 
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'BEGIN' #RINGCODE# 

'PROC' CODE= ([]'INT' SEQUENCE) 'INT': 

('INT' CODE:=O; 

'FOR' K 'TO' 'UPB' SEQUENCE 

'DO' CODE*!= 2 +:=I*:= 2 ** SEQUENCE [K] 'OD'; 

CODE), 

'PROC' LENGTH= ('INT' CODE) 'INT': 

('INT' LENGTH:= O, C := CODE; 

'WHILE' C > 0 

'DO' ('ODD' C LENGTH+:= I); C 'OVERAB' 2 'OD'; 

LENGTH), 

'PROC' SEQUENCE= ('INT' CODE)[] 'INT': 

('INT' L := LENGTH (CODE), C := CODE; 

[l:L] 'INT' SEQUENCE; 

'FOR' K 'TO' L 'DO' SEQUENCE [K] := 0 'OD'; 

'WHILE' C > 0 

'DO ('ODD' C ! L -:= I! SEQUENCE [L] +:= I); C 'OVERAB' 2 'OD'; 

SEQUENCE): 

'INT' MAXC = ININT (I); 

'FOR' C 'FROM' 0 'TO' MAXC 

'DO' PRINT (C); PRINT (LENGTH (C)); 

NEWLINE (STANDOUT); 

[] 'INT' SEQ= SEQUENCE (C); 

'FOR' I 'TO' 'UPB' SEQ 'DO' PRINT (SEQ [I])'OD'; 

NEWLINE (STANDOUT); 

PRINT (CODE (SEQUNECE (C))); NEWLINE (STANDOUT); 

NEWLINE (STANDOUT) 

'OD' 

'END' 

7-8-9 

10 

6-7-8-9 

(end of record card) 

(end of file card) 
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0 0 

0 

1 
0 
1 

2 
I 
2 

3 2 
0 0 
3 

4 
2 
4 

5 2 
1 0 
5 

6 2 
0 I 
6 

7 3 
0 0 0 
7 

8 
3 
8 

9 2 
2 0 
9 

IO 2 
l 

IO 
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EX.AMPLE 2: file copying. 

By this rather trivial program the link between channel numbers and 

local file names is illustrated. Suppose that we want to copy the local 

file INPT to the local file OUTPT, by means of the program at the.end of 

chapter 3. This can be done by writing 

LGO,,,INPT,OUTPT. 

instead of the simple command LGO. in example I. Note that the channel 

number (3 for INPT and 4 for OUTPT) is simply the number of connnas preced

ing the local file name in the LGO-connnand. In fact, the given card is an 

abbreviation of 

LGO,INPUT,,INPT,OUTPT,OUTPUT. 

Similarly the command ALGOLM. in example I stands for 

ALGOLM,INPUT, OBJ, OUTPUT. 

Here other local file names may be substituted for INPUT,OBJ and OUTPUT. 

DIAGNOSTICS 

When an error is detected during compilation or execution, an error 

message is issued and the compilation or execution is terminated. The error 

message consists of at most ten characters and may therefore be somewhat 

cryptical. The position in the program where the error occurred is also 

given by a number. At the beginning of each line in the source listing the 

number of positions preceding this line is printed. By this numbering the 

position of the error in the program can easily be determined. 
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